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This review is canceri!led. :With the. role,
stitials hydrbgen, oxygen, •,nit7pgen ,.and -carbon -ftn. the
Mechanical -.behaviour o
of titanium, zirconium and; :ZhapAiiim•
This is • o f• recurrenterestaS": these Metals tOrM
extensive solid-solutions.' with most-...of the
inters ltial g7. .ipihiah in turn- alter': the/fteehinical:
properties1:3f• the alloy&r•SlgnifidehtlY.•
For studying the distortiOr1:-intrdduced
lattice by the addition of interstitialsi it is necessary to consider: the geometry of yoids present in 'the
lattice:': .The octahedral -void, t.17ibugh non-symmetric
becau-se ot the less than•ideal. axial rjitio, is sufficiently :big to accommodate' oxygen',i ifitrogen and carbon,
while hydrogen is taken-Tinto ithe.:tetrahedral hole.
choice.. O.f...Voicis'••re•Sults in nitrogen., : oxygen. and
carbon raising the tz,.< --$ transition temperature and
_hydrogen 1O'N.Feringf;it';'. .From
:paranieter. measUrements, it is seerf-that;for.-•nitrAgen- -and: cogen:2bOth a
arid cparameters2i nCrease
0.1-611-:a; Way that,.,C remains
alMost conTtant.:;;II0-:.darbon„ on the "other— a
increasd.ng: c/a patio
hand; c increasesncreaSes- thOtbe- than,,
latticecdiStor,ide'al
towards. the
tion
introduced'
by
On:65:atom,
of,
interstitial
is Maximum
•
The
for carbon follouied by.initrogari and
solubility is.. inversely proportional , to-this diStortion.
Hydrogen , is again' an exception to this rule, it is
-phase though the dispractically 10Oluble: in the
tortiOn iptro:a4dedi by hydrogen. in the lattice is minimum
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The mechanical properties of IVb metals are profoundly influenced by the amount of interstitials they
contain. The increase in strength by the interstitials
is so much in these metals that ductile-brittle transition could take place at room temperature in zirconium
- 5 at ° oxygen alloy. To account for this: increase in
strength, tensile test experiments have been carried out
at various temperatures and they conclusively show that
the increase in strength is largely due to the thermal
component of the flow stress. This is to be expected if
interstitials pin the dislocations producing short-range
hardening. From an analysis of various short-range
hardening models, it could be seen that Fleischer's
theory of solution- hardening satisfactorily accounts
for the expetimental results obtained in zirconium-oxygen/
carbon, titanium-oxygen and hafnium/oxygen systems. In
addition to the increase of the thermal component, there
is also an increase of the long-range flow stress.
Various possible hardening mechanisms could codtribute to
this, including strain-ageing.
- Hydrogen contributes to the change in strength
only through its presence as second-phase hydrides.
They could be present either as big needle-shaped
platelets or as small quenched-in-loops.- The big
precipitates',decreasethe strengths as they p'rovidpeasy
sites for nucleation of microcracks leading to" eventual
failure 6f the matrix. ;On the -other hand,,T the smaq
quenched-in loops,' increase the6trength acting as nondefaraable hard particles. In addition to ,these two
types, mention must alSo be'made of the stress-orientation of hydrides, by the application of tensile or
compressive stress during precipitation. These hydrides,
because of the strong orientation: effect increase or
decrease the strength radically, depending on wbether
hydrides are along or normal to the tensile stress axis.
Though the octahedral voids are near symmetric,
the interstitials occupying them still tend to give
stress-induced internal friction peaks'as could - be seen
from the'experlmental results obtained in titanium7
oxygen and hafnium-oxYgen systems. Explanations to
account'for this behaviour have been advanced on the
basis of impurities occupying substitutional sites thus
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altering the bonding and the identity between
heles. Internal-friction results obtained in
hydrogen alloys are anemolus which in part may be due
to the size, morphology, and crystal structure of the
hydrides. Carefully controlled experiments are needed
in this system.
All the interstitials barring carbon, tend to
make the matrix brittle. While nitrogen and oxygen
cause brittleness even when in solution in the matrix,
hydrogen causes failure when present as hydrides.
Experiments in zirconium-oxygen system have shown that
brittle-fracture encountered may be due to increased
strength of zirconium-oxygen bonding. This almost
non-metallic bonding could cause failure by suppressing plastic deformation. Failures due to hydrides
have been accounted on the basis of decohesion between
the matrix and the precipitates introduced due to the
blocking of dislocations or twins.
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